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Mission and Definition 

Mission: 

• To deliver mandated and discretionary services 

• At the most efficient cost  

• With best outcomes 

• At least possible tax burden 

Definition: 

 BusinessDictionary.com 

• The contracting or subcontracting of noncore activities to free 
up cash, personnel, time, facilities for activities in which a 
company holds a competitive advantage 

TechTarget.com 

• Outsourcing is an arrangement in which one company 
provides services to another that is or could be provided in 
house (I.e. Insourced)  
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Outsource Services – Key Consideration 

 

• Not a core strength or service 

• Improve quality of services and outcomes 

• Program constraints - level of internal control required 

• Have a single point of failure internally 

• Skills not readily available in market place 

• Time to train internally 

• Time to on board talent and get up to speed  
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Key Considerations – Cont’d 

 

• Current/future Fed, State, Local policy changes 

• Service demand – increasing, flat or decreasing 

• Demand no longer supports full-time equivalent EE 

• Personnel cost growth greater than funding growth 

• Transfer employment risk: health, worker comp, FMLA 

• Lower cost of delivery 

• Facilities – sufficient, under utilized, need more 

• Facilities – Is there a revenue generating opportunity 

• Impact on utility contractual consumption hedges 
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Key Considerations – Cont’d 

 

• Impact on Fed and State reimbursement rates 

• Free up federal/state funding for other services 

• Board of Judges in agreement, where applicable 

• Public and political response 

• Impact on internal service requirements – IS, HR, PR, Facility 

• Union vs. Non-union – labor/employee issues (bumping) 

• Unemployment/Severance/Effects bargaining costs 
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Potential Pitfalls of Outsourcing 

 

• No control over contract personnel – vendor focused on 
just making money 

 

• Failure to manage the contract 

 

• Less flexibility than if it is your employee 

 

• Loss of institutional knowledge 

 

• Loss of personal service/customer service 

 

• Time and costs to ramp backup if decide to insource 
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Service Provider Considerations 

 

• # years in business 

• Business reputation - experts 

• Size and depth of resources  

• Strong financials 

• Properly licensed – State, DPW, Dept. Health 

• Properly insured 

• In county preference 
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Contract Considerations 

• Set Term - multi-year with defined rates for services 

• Notice of termination – 60 to 180 days 

• Provisions for vendor to help insource in the future 

• Clear ID of work and data ownership 

• Clear ID of who compiles right to know data requests 

• Clear ID of who reviews/certifies prevailing wage rate 

• HIPPA provisions and breach terms 

• Fed/state /local compliance requirements 

• Indemnification 

• Specific limits of liability insurance 

• No waiver of county right to subrogate 

• Availability of vendor personnel for questions 
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Key Stakeholders to be Consulted 

 

• Commissioners 

• Board of Judges 

• Solicitor 

• Department head 

• Budget and Finance 

• Human Resources 

• State Agencies 

• Union Representatives 

• Citizens 
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Key Points 

• There are immediate & longer term benefits of outsourcing: 
• Immediate payroll savings – severance will offset this 

• Health and WC savings will lag until the claims are closed – duplicative 
vendor costs 

• Pension liability frozen for displaced workers – liability still needs to be 
funded –duplicative vendor costs 

 

• If the analysis shows outsourcing is breakeven or better than over 
the long term it will likely remain that way due to internal health, 
worker comp and pension benefit inflation 

 
• Outsourcing does not generally remove county liability 

 
• Sometimes it costs more – that’s ok 

 
• Have a plan to Insource again, if needed or desired 
 

• Compare your internal vs. external cost of delivery for at least 5 
years, 10 years preferred 
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General Rule of Thumb 

 

 

Outsource when you do not have the skills sets on 
staff, they are not readily available in the market place, 
the project time line is so short there is not time to 
onboard or train new staff or build new facilities, 
service demand has declined and the internal cost 
footprint is no longer sustainable.  
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Berks Successes 

• Nursing Home Administration: 
– Long time administrator retired 
– Home in need of major process, technology and policy changes 
– Home running at  a loss for several years 
– Recruiting efforts did not identify a qualified individual 
– Our pay scale was limited 
– Needed immediate turnaround  
– We secured immediate access to best practices in all functional areas 
Result: Turned the home into a $2M profit center in first year 

• Youth Detention Center and Shelter Care:  
– Had built a facility to house 84 youth  
– Local policy change to not lockup low risk offenders resulted in 

a decline to 30 ADP  
– Cost to continue was unstainable. No appetite to raise taxes.  
– In county provider solution presented itself at a much more 

efficient price 
– Effects Bargaining with union was successful 
– Board of County Judges, JPO and CYS supported the move 
Result: Saved $1.4M in net county costs with better quality service 
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Comments and Questions 
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Select Berks County Successes - outsourcing: 

1. Outsourced the management of the County owned nursing home – Key decision drivers: 

 Long tenured administrator retired 

 Employment search was not yielding qualified, licensed, administrators. 

 Payroll demands were much higher than we could provide. 

 Projections showed we would be in a deficit position in a very short period of time. 

 We needed immediate change, in several core service areas, within the facility. 

 The time to recruit, on board, and assimilate a new employee would not satisfy the urgent need 

for change.  We were not confident we would find an employee capable of identifying and 

making all the necessary changes. 

 Bringing on a professional manager, on a contract basis, shifted the employment and licensing 

burden to them. It brought on the skilled and licensed leadership we needed in a month rather 

than taking several months to recruit, interview and on board a new employee. 

 We secured immediate access to best practices and experts within the functional areas of:   

administration, finance, billing, admissions, dietary, laundry, facility maintenance, social services, 

marketing, employee relations, and quality of care. 

The result: We turned a 5 year forecast of losses and need to sell the home into year over year net income 

and highly regarded facility, from a consumer and Dept. Health perspective.  

2. Outsourced the placement of children requiring shelter care and youth detention and repurposed 

the facility into a revenue generating asset – Key decision drivers: 

 Local court policy shift towards alternative treatment and lower cost day reporting for lower risk 

population. 

 Facility built in 1990’s and expanded in 2003 to hold 84 beds; utilization had declined to an ADP 

of 48 and was projected to decline to 30. This operation was simply no longer sustainable. There 

was not any other County owned facility that we could right size to. The cost to build a smaller 

facility was not feasible. 

 The steady decline in referral placements by the Courts and CYS, to the facility, rapidly increased 

the daily per diem costs for shelter care and detention.   

 Alternate programming outcomes were validated as more successful and less costly. 

 Growth in other service demands for children was commanding a greater share of a limited pool 

of state funds.   

 Alternate programming within our facility proved to be unsuccessful because the exiting 

workforce had a deep seated detention mentality. 

 Cost of securing contracted treatment services was much lower than the county compensation 

structure. 

 Worker comp claims escalated as restraints became more regular due to the incarceration of the 

“worst of the worst” detainees. 



 CBA placed considerable constraints on our ability to lower the wage and benefit costs to offset 

the cost of carrying the excess capacity and to compete with the per diem cost structure of an 

outsourced solution.  

 The Court preference was for in county placement of the children and juveniles. 

 An In county alternative presented itself. 

 A potential opportunity to generate income from a third party for use of the vacated space. 

 Our labor counsel opined we were likely to be successful in arbitration, because we had tried to 

make this work for several years, we invited union leadership to the table to help identify 

meaningful cost cutting initiatives and we shared the data.  

 The result: We successfully closed our facility with union approval netting a savings to the county 

of $1.4M a year in child and juvenile services and $1M in net new revenue from third party use of 

our vacated facility. 

  

3. Other Outsourced Services: 

 Bridge Engineering services and planning – did not have the expertise internally and needed 

immediate assistance. 

 Therapy Unit and Pharmacy at nursing home – skill sets not readily available due to high 

demand, not costs efficient for us. 

 Food Service management/registered dietician - did not have the expertise internally. Skill set 

not readily available in the market place. Needed immediate assistance due to regulatory 

oversight, more cost efficient to hire a manager. 

 Pension Investment management and custodial services – not a core competency for us. 

 Waste Water Treatment Plant management - did not have the expertise internally. Skill set 

not readily available in the market place. Needed immediate assistance due to regulatory 

oversight, more cost efficient to hire a manager. 

 Active park recreation manager – Ball fields. Not a core competency, much more cost efficient 

for a third party to handle this in a public private partnership. Freed up resources for core 

park mission.  

 Security/Janitorial Services – More efficient to outsource, low pay jobs, admin burden due to 

staff turnover.  


